
The most effective and efficient maintenance process 
 
The infra manager ProRail has successfully outsourced maintenance since 1998. When 
maintenance is not outsourced it is done by the maintenance organisation of an infra manager. 
The described process remains the same, except there is no contract . 
 
To translate the content of this factsheet to the situation without outsourcing, the following translation key can help: 
OPC-contract  = input driven steering  = fixed maintenance plans 
PGO-contract  = output/performance based steering = condition based maintenance (as far as possible) 
Contractor = service provider   = maintenance organisation 
Contract  = technical policy & regulations 
 
Important for the successful outsourcing of maintenance by ProRail was the transition from an input-
driven contract (OPC) to an output-driven contract (PGO). The OPC contract is based on yearly 
fixed work plan for which a price has been agreed. The disadvantage of this type of contract is that 
the contractor is not responsible for the performance but for carrying out the fixed work plan. It does 
not stimulate ownership for result of the efforts. The mechanics had to do what they were told and 
often limited themselves to it. The contract is driven by turnover, little attention is paid to efficiency 
and too much attention is paid to extra work. Of course, an OPC contractor also wants to perform 
better, but in order to achieve this, new processes or more people are often added to the existing 
organisation. As a result, the size and complexity of the organisation grows, the costs increase and the 
results hardly improve.  
 
For a PGO contract, the focus has to shift from payment of units to managing the usefulness and 
necessity of the money spent. That’s a big change and takes time. The core of the change lies in 
having small fixed maintenance teams focused on performance, with short lines of communication to 
work preparation, planning and the contract manager. Everything revolves around creating ownership 
with the fixed local teams for daily performance, and an integrated approach to technology, logistics, 
railway safety, personnel safety, work preparation and planning.  
 

 
 

The process for optimally contracting and managing the maintenance execution 
 
An effective and efficient PGO process is not task-driven from the planning side (= 'push') but 
demand-driven (= 'pull') from the need and execution side. A prerequisite is a well-organised and 
transparent process, with the maintenance team in a steering role, supported by a maintenance 
engineer, work preparator and planner. The figure illustrates the process of specifying performance as 
well as preparation and support of maintenance execution. A PGO contract specifies the intended 



performance, technical Maintenance & Renewal (M&R) specifications and gives a set of requirements 
for the process control of the contractor. The performance goals are specified at different levels, 
depending of the type of risk: the RAM1 performance on a reactive top level, Safety and Durability on 
a proactive level with technical rejection standards and, mandatory risk control measures.  
 
The PGO contract steering is based on performance risk management. ProRail provides the 
underlying generic risk analysis & control measures to the branch through a database, the Central 
Infra Risk Register (CIRR). The maintenance contractor provides a contract-specific maintenance 
plan for an offered performance output. The starting point is the generic risk analysis, possibly 
supplemented by the contractor with contract-specific risks and missing risks. For safety and 
durability, ProRail prescribes technical, condition based, rejection specifications with associated 
monitor activities and, if these are not available, interval based activities. The contractor puts all 
activities with a fixed periodical character in an annual plan. These are all activities with a fixed interval 
and partly also condition based maintenance activities such as inspections and measurements with a 
fixed frequency. Failures with a failure induced maintenance strategy are accepted and therefore no 
preventive measures are planned. It means that many activities are already planned and fixed a year in 
advance. Most at signalling and the least at rail & switches. During the year, the activities in the annual 
plan are supplemented with condition-based activities planned on the basis of the degradation of the 
technical condition and the corresponding rejection specifications. 
 
All maintenance activities are elaborated in task plans. These contain a description of the work, the 
documents needed, time estimate, material and equipment requirement, need for service to hire, etc. 
The task plans are made location specific in work orders and the work orders are then sent to the 
planner who plans execution by coordinating a large number of variables such as availability of 
mechanics, qualifications, shift schedules, day/night rhythms, material deliveries, machine availability, 
train free periods, etc. This results in preparation of weekly plans per line and team. These contain all 
the maintenance activities to be carried out and all preconditions arranged. The team leader receives 
maximum support. He/she knows the current situation and needs, has direct influence on execution 
because he/she is in direct contact with the work preparator, planner and maintenance engineer, and 
he/she has the option to create work orders. It means that the ownership for the performance is at 
the right place and the maintenance process is fully optimised and controlled. Maintenance is only 
done when it is really needed, and the need is determined by the people who are in best position to 
determine it. All positive and negative experiences are fed back and processed in the risk analyzes, 
annual plans, task plans, work orders, etc. it is a continuous improvement process. This explains why 
the costs of the PGO contracts are substantially lower than those of OPC (>-30%) and the 
performance is better (> 20% less failures, more safety). This also explains why employees who work 
in PGO contract areas do not want to return to the OPC contracts: they have influence and are 
involved, so they work with more satisfaction and more pleasure. Maintenance is human work: man is 
the measure. 
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1 RAM = Reliability, Availability, Maintainability 


